
Trends
New phylogenetic evidence suggests
that nervous systems are not mono-
phyletic. There is a debate about
whether this indicates a single origin
of nervous systems with several losses
or multiple independent origins of
neurons.

Comparative genomics studies have
found that many of the gene families
associated with extant nervous system
function were present before the origin
of animals. However, changes at the
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We examine the complex evolution of animal nervous systems and discuss the
ramifications of this complexity for inferring the nature of early animals.
Although reconstructing the origins of nervous systems remains a central
challenge in biology, and the phenotypic complexity of early animals remains
controversial, a compelling picture is emerging. We now know that the nervous
system and other key animal innovations contain a large degree of homoplasy,
at least on the molecular level. Conflicting hypotheses about early nervous
system evolution are due primarily to differences in the interpretation of this
homoplasy. We highlight the need for explicit discussion of assumptions and
discuss the limitations of current approaches for inferring ancient phenotypic
states.
biophysical level and gene family
expansions occurred independently in
several animal lineages, suggesting
widespread homoplasy in nervous
systems.

Fossils of the first animals are micro-
scopic, about the same size as the
larvae of various extant marine species,
which display complex behavior
although only some have nervous sys-
tems. Together with colonial choano-
flagellates, these larvae may provide
the best model systems for under-
standing behavior and the origin of ner-
vous systems in early animals.
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Homology in the Age of Systems Biology
‘Nothing comes from nothing’ – first attributed to Parmenides.

Homology, since Darwin, has meant similarity due to common descent. A character in two
different species is homologous if that character was present in the common ancestor and
maintained in the two extant species [1–3]. This definition is clear when the character is well
defined: two characters either are, or are not, homologous – there is no gradation [4]. However,
complex characters like organs and tissues have many component characters, including
proteins, protein networks, and cell types. These parts might not share the same phylogenetic
history as the whole character, making homology inference of the whole difficult when there is
conflicting signal in the parts [4].

New technologies have begun to unveil the true molecular complexity that underlies organismal
phenotypes [5,6]. For evolutionary biologists, these advances provide an unprecedented
opportunity to uncover the molecular signatures associated with major evolutionary transitions.
For instance, recent studies have used large datasets to investigate the origins of multicellularity
[7], the evolution of the bilaterian bauplan [8,9], and the conservation of the neural circuitry
underlying social decision-making in vertebrates [10,11].

Such studies are necessarily correlational: they look for coincident state changes in the
molecular and phenotypic characters along a phylogeny. This is not necessarily a problem if
the connection between molecular and organismal phenotypes is uncontroversial. However, the
molecular changes underlying evolutionary novelties are often quite subtle, involving the repur-
posing of already-existing networks [12]. Because phenotypes of interest have complex molec-
ular underpinnings, their presence in ancestral organisms can be difficult to infer from molecular
data alone and rely on often implicit assumptions about the evolutionary linkage between
molecular signatures and phenotypes.
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Recent work on early nervous system evolution, although it has produced a wealth of interesting
data, has encountered such interpretational difficulties, and a consensus view of the origins of
nervous systems has been elusive. While this field is interesting in its own right, it also illustrates
difficulties common to all complex characters. In particular, it has exposed the degree to which
phenotypes and their molecular constituents can become unlinked over deep evolutionary time.
Here we consider the conflicting hypotheses and data, put forward a consensus hypothesis on
early nervous system evolution, and examine the use and misuse of molecular data for inferring
ancestral phenotypes.

Nervous Systems and the Animal Tree
The debate about the evolution of animal nervous systems has focused primarily on whether
they have a single origin or were independently derived in ctenophores, the comb jellies, and the
common ancestor of all other animals [13–15]. The debate was initiated by phylogenetic work
suggesting that the ctenophores are the sister group to all other animals [14–16], a position
traditionally ascribed to sponges (Figure 1). Although this placement remains controversial [17],
several independent studies have arrived at this conclusion [14–16,18]. With this placement of
ctenophores, animals with nervous systems are no longer a monophyletic group. The debate is
then whether nervous systems were lost in sponges and placozoans or originated independently
in ctenophores and the common ancestor of cnidarians and bilaterians (Figure 1).

The position of ctenophores in the animal tree has sometimes been treated as the decisive piece
of evidence for determining the origin of nervous systems [17], but this view fails to take into
account the possibility that ctenophores and sponges might not resemble stem animals any
more than other extant animals do. Indeed, the weight of fossil evidence now suggests that
when the first major lineages of animals diverged, nothing resembling extant taxa existed. The
first macroscopic (greater than a millimeter in size) animal fossils occur in the middle Ediacaran, a
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Figure 1. Two Alternative Hypotheses of the Origins of Nervous Systems Arising from the Proposed Position
of Ctenophores as the Earliest Diverging Animal Phylum. Either the common ancestor of all animals had a nervous
system and neurons were lost twice in placozoa and sponges or the nervous system evolved twice, in ctenophores and in
the common ancestor of cnidarians and bilaterians. Animal illustrations by Annika L. Smith.
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Figure 2. Time Tree of Animal Diversification with Key Events in Nervous System Evolution Annotated on their
Respective Branches. The precise timing of these events is mostly unknown but is bounded by the bifurcations,
estimates for which are derived from [20,21,78]. The ages of important fossils and the timing of the major glaciation events
are also given and are derived from [79,80]. No macroscopic animal fossils are available from the time period when the first
animal lineages were diverging. When this is considered along with the length of the terminal branches, it seems more
plausible that large-scale convergences of animal tissues might have occurred at the same time as the convergent
molecular events. Animal illustrations by Annika L. Smith.
little under 600 million years ago (Mya) [19] – considerably later than the divergence dates of the
five main animal lineages (Figure 2) [20–22].

The only earlier fossils suggested to have animal affinities are minute embryos and ‘acritarchs’
[19,23]. No large adult forms are known from this period. It is possible that early macroscopic
animals went undetected in the fossil record, but a simpler explanation is that there were no
macroscopic adult forms at that time. It might even be possible that some of the larger acritarchs
(>1000 cells) are in fact terminal adults. This seems plausible because the massive glaciation
events of the Cryogenian would have severely reduced oceanic oxygen, perhaps restricting the
size of animals [19]. Stem animals from the ctenophore, sponge, placozoan, cnidarian, and even
bilaterian lineages might then have resembled the acritarchs more than any extant animal and
characters whose molecular basis was being laid down during the late Cryogenian, such as the
number of germ layers, gastrulation, muscle, and nervous systems, might have been present
only in nascent form.
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Below, we discuss the phyletic distribution of molecular characters associated with various
aspects of nervous system function and consider how these distributions inform our under-
standing of the early evolution of these phenotypes.

Morphogenesis
Ontogenetic origin and morphogenetic gene networks are often considered key evidence for
homology. It is becoming clear, however, that the relationship between morphogenes and
the characters they encode is complex [24,25]. For instance, many morphogenes and
signaling pathways associated with animal development were present in the unicellular
ancestor of choanoflagellates and animals [7]. Interestingly, the developmental toolkit of
ctenophores more closely resembles that of sponges, while that of placozoans more closely
resembles cnidarians and bilaterians [8,26]. Sponges also possess homologs of known
neurogenesis genes [27], despite lacking true neurons, and some are even present in
choanoflagellates [7]. Genes in the Notch–Delta pathway, for instance, are expressed
in the larval globular cells of the sponge Amphimedon queenslandica [28,29]. Notably,
these globular cells express many synaptic proteins and have electron-dense vesicles,
suggesting a secretory function.

The embryological origin of neurons is also more plastic than previously appreciated. Although
most nervous systems are ectodermally derived, neurons originate from non-ectodermal
precursors in several species, including hydrozoan cnidarians and echinoderms [30,31], sug-
gesting that non-ectodermal neurons might have evolved at least twice. Thus even the ontogeny
of neurons is a plastic character that cannot be used as an unqualified test of homology without
comparative and molecular analysis.

No single gene yet found is a perfect marker of nervous systems and even gene networks cannot
be used to assess homologous phenotypes without further characterization due to the possi-
bility of independent recruitment into convergent phenotypes, or ‘deep homology’ [12,32].
Perhaps the discovery of more ctenophore- and sponge-specific developmental networks will
help reveal the deep roots of neural development.

Chemical Transmission
Synapses are specialized junctions for the rapid diffusion of chemical signals from a
secretory surface on the presynaptic cell to a receptive surface on the postsynaptic
cell. A large protein scaffold exists in the postsynaptic cell that is the locus of various
modulatory pathways [33,34]. Although synapses are often considered to be highly
derived, nervous system-specific junctions, they actually depend on many proteins that
are not specific to nervous systems or even to metazoans. For instance, the proteins
involved in neurotransmitter release are an ancient complex that also manages interorga-
nellar transport and exocytosis, some of it dating back to the last common ancestor of
eukaryotes [35]. Also, neurons are not the only cells to make use of this ancient
machinery: similar junctions utilizing identical proteins form between lymphocytes and
antigen-presenting cells to facilitate the release of lytic granules, creating an ‘immunological
synapse’ [36].

Some postsynaptic proteins can also be traced back to our protist ancestors (Figure 2) [37,38],
but vertebrate synapses contain thousands of proteins, many of which arose more recently [34],
and vertebrates appear to have the most complex synapses [33]. However, the comparative
genomics of synapses has been largely guided by proteomic surveys of vertebrates [39,40], so
much of this pattern is probably due to vertebrate-specific ascertainment bias, and it does not
follow that non-vertebrates have ‘simpler’ synapses or that their synapses are more similar to
those of the first animals.
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Ctenophore and cnidarian synapses, and non-vertebrate synapses in general, have diverse
morphologies that differ both from vertebrates and from one another [41]. One key difference is
that, while vertebrate synapses tend to be unidirectional and have distinct pre- and postsynaptic
specializations, these specializations are often less clear in non-vertebrates [41]. In cnidarians
and ctenophores, many synapses are fully bidirectional, especially in the motor nerve nets where
coordination is central and the direction of signal flow probably does not hold much information
[42]. It is likely that these bidirectional synapses have as-yet-unidentified functional complexity.

Placozoans and sponges, although lacking true synapses, have many protein families associ-
ated with synapses, including postsynaptic density proteins and neuropeptides [27,43–46],
although these are not coexpressed in sponges as they are in animals with nervous systems
[47]. However, sponges do have contractile behaviors that depend on well-known neuro-
transmitters [48,49]. Even some choanoflagellates have intercellular bridges with occluding
electron densities [50] and genes for the synthesis of some neuropeptides [51]. Which, if any, of
these structures are homologous to bona fide synapses? Vertebrate-specific acquisition bias
and missing data from nervous system-lacking organisms and ctenophores make it difficult to
judge, but the groundwork is clearly laid for an investigation of this question.

Electrical Properties
Regulation of ionic gradients by pumps and channels is a ubiquitous property of cellular life
forms. Neurons use the potential energy in these transmembrane ionic potentials to drive
regenerative traveling electrical signals called action potentials (APs) that carry signals down
axons. Many other organisms fire APs for signaling purposes, just as animals do [52].

APs are generated by proteins in the family of voltage-gated ion channels, found across
eukaryotes [52,53]. APs in non-animals typically deliver a rapid burst of ions that directly affect
cellular physiology. Calcium channels in animals also trigger intracellular pathways for various
purposes, but the APs along axons are primarily carried by sodium ions, which do not trigger
intracellular pathways. The advent of sodium channels has been hypothesized to represent a key
transition in the origin of nervous systems because they allowed constant firing without building
up toxic intracellular calcium levels [52,54]. In fact, this transition did not happen just once, but
twice, via convergent amino acid substitutions in cnidarians and bilaterians [55–57].

Most of the information in the neural code is in the frequency and duration of AP bursts, both of
which are controlled by voltage-gated potassium channels (Kvs). Kvs have also undergone
convergent changes at the biophysical level in cnidarians and bilaterians [58]. Additionally, Kvs
have experienced large and independent gene family expansions in ctenophores, cnidarians,
and bilaterians, suggesting independent gains in electrical code complexity in these lineages
[59,60].

The ion channel families that transduce the chemical signals in synapses have undergone even
larger expansions. Interestingly, these expansions occur on the same branches as the Kv

expansions [60]. Synaptic channels have radiated independently in ctenophores, cnidarians,
and bilaterians, causing these different lineages to converge toward a similar genomic ion
channel complement [60]. These results are not dependent on the choice of species tree, as has
been claimed ([17], see SI text 61). There have also been reported cases of convergence to
glutamate sensitivity in a number of bilaterian synaptic channel families [61,62].

Origin of Nervous Systems
Despite the complex phyletic patterns of nervous system-associated genes discussed above,
we will put forward a consensus view of early nervous system evolution. For over 300 My, from
the common ancestor of animals until the Ediacaran biota, animals were probably very small,
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Outstanding Questions
How can we best harness molecular
data for inferring historical phenotypic
changes? More specifically, what kinds
of molecular phenotypes are the best
‘signatures’ of which kinds of pheno-
typic changes?

How should we model the coevolution
of molecular and organismal pheno-
types, given that molecular signatures
of past phenotypic changes are com-
monly inferred assuming parsimony,
whereas phenotypes are modeled with
fairly simple yet often inaccurate mod-
els (e.g., Brownian motion)?

Nervous systems and several other
complex animal phenotypes show a
large degree of homoplasy, suggesting
general principles underlying tissue
function. How can we use comparative
data for both evolutionary and transla-
tional studies to gain insight into these
fundamental functional properties?

Genome annotation and functional
analyses in early-branching animal lin-
eages (e.g., ctenophores, sponges)
and choanoflagellates, the sister taxon
of all animals, are biased by our knowl-
edge of bilaterians. How will in-depth
studies of these important organisms
inform our understanding of early ner-
vous system evolution?
perhaps microscopic. Yet they, and even their common ancestor with choanoflagellates,
possessed many of the genes that power modern neurons. It seems likely, given their extensive
molecular toolkit, that these early animals were capable of intercellular communication and
coordinated behavior. Did these early structures constitute a nervous system? This question
might come down to minor distinctions. For instance, if a nervous system means electrical
impulses coupled to intercellular chemical signals, the first animals almost certainly had nervous
systems. However, under this definition we might have to say that choanoflagellates also have
nervous systems. On the other hand, if nervous systems must have specialized axons and
dendrites and maintain a complex electrical code, they might have originated much later, and
perhaps more than twice.

Conversely, animals without nervous systems display complex behaviors that rival those of their
nervous system-bearing relatives. Placozoans, sponge larvae, and cnidarian larvae without
nervous systems have motility and taxis no less complex than cnidarian larvae with neurons
[63,64]. Several animals, all of which are small in size [65,66], have even lost core features of
neurons, like sodium-based APs. Perhaps a bona fide nervous system provided little advantage
to early microscopic animals, and animal size, rather than behavioral complexity, was the biggest
driver of nervous system elaboration. It is therefore possible that, whatever definition of the
nervous system one chooses, its early evolution was characterized by many origins, dead ends,
and reversals.

Around 600 Mya, after all five major lineages (ctenophores, sponges, placozoans, cnidarians,
and bilaterians) had diverged, there was a sudden change. Large expansions of the gene families
associated with synaptic and electrical complexity occurred together with profound changes on
the biophysical level [34,38,57,58,60]. These changes occurred convergently in the stem
lineages of ctenophores, cnidarians, and bilaterians (Figure 2). Although many of these genomic
events cannot yet be dated precisely, they most likely followed the end of the worldwide
glaciation events, contemporaneously with the rise of oceanic oxygen and macroscopic animal
forms. The rise of inter-animal predation in the early Cambrian probably provided selective
pressure to evolve complex behaviors, neural organization [67], and musculature [68]. It is
perhaps not meaningful, therefore, to assign a single date to the origin of nervous systems,
especially when one considers the genomic continuity between sensu stricto neurons and
proto-neurons, and the large degree of homoplasy in animal nervous systems as a whole.
Furthermore, the relatively late appearance of many aspects of nervous system complexity
suggests that the precise branching order of the animal tree will not resolve the difficulties
described above.

Concluding Remarks
Advances in genomic techniques make it possible to pull phenotypes apart into their constituent
mechanisms. Putting them back together for evolutionary inference is difficult. In reviewing the
recent work on the early evolution of the nervous system, we observe several repeated and
interrelated difficulties that will be common to any study on the molecular basis for phenotype
evolution. How can molecular data best be used to inform studies of ancestral phenotypes?

Disagreements about the homology status of complex organs are often the result of differing
assumptions about how strongly certain molecular states predict organismal phenotypes.
However, the evolutionary link between mechanisms and phenotypes is rarely, if ever, one
to one, as illustrated by the genomic data we have reviewed above. For instance, shared
molecular structures in similar extant phenotypes can be the product of convergence [12] or
homology. Conversely, molecular differences between similar phenotypes are either due to
systems drift [24] if the phenotypes are homologous or simply the expected differences due to
non-homology. We submit that these possibilities should always be considered when molecular
132 Trends in Ecology & Evolution, February 2016, Vol. 31, No. 2



phenotypes are put forward as signatures of organismal phenotypes. They are too often ignored
in favor of the understandable but overly simplistic assumption that cases of convergence and
systems drift are too rare to be taken into account. Below, we make several suggestions for how
to prioritize research in situations where inference is difficult.
(i) Ideally, the evolutionary linkage between molecular and organismal phenotypes would be

captured in a probabilistic framework (see Outstanding Questions). Such methods exist only
for very simple systems [69] but future advances in modeling the coevolution of phenotypes
and mechanisms are expected. Even with these possibilities, systems drift and homoplasy –

based on subtle rearrangement of ancient mechanisms – will often make it difficult to
reconstruct ancestral phenotypes. The ability to reduce systems to their molecular compo-
nents does not necessarily imply the ability to infer the evolution of systems from the evolution
of those components.

(ii) Gene family origins and the presence or absence of a gene in a genome are not strong or
reliable signals of key phenotypic changes. Most metazoan gene families predate the
phenotype that they currently mediate and many are highly pleiotropic. Rather, greater
attention should be paid to changes at the systems level, such as gene family expansions
[59,60] or coexpression [47], or at the level of physiology and biophysics, such as switches
in potassium channel gating [58], glutamate reception [61,62], or sodium selectivity
[55,57]. However, such changes can be difficult to detect from sequence data alone.
Subtle changes in morphogenetic gene networks can be particularly elusive [12,32]. More
work on systems-level approaches to evolution will help to identify evolutionarily pertinent
characters.

(iii) As noted by Dunn and Ryan (2015), genome annotation is biased toward bilaterians, which
results in underestimation of the complexity of non-bilaterians [70]. Increased focus on the
biology of choanoflagellates, ctenophores, sponges, and placozoans is necessary before
the full diversity of animal nervous systems can be appreciated.

(iv) Models of phenotype evolution are often insufficient [71] and our intuitions about the
parsimonious nature of major animal innovations are being increasingly challenged
[72,73]. A shift in our assumptions might therefore be warranted (see Outstanding Ques-
tions). Although it is sometimes desirable to find apomorphic characters, an alternative way
to organize and understand the evolution of animal forms is as a set of stable states toward
which the different lineages have been pulled. It is increasingly clear that animal diversity is
dominated by these sorts of patterns and not by divisions between living fossils and derived
forms.

How much convergence should we expect in complex animal phenotypes? Instances of
convergence in nervous systems are common [74]. Classic cases include the independent
origin of camera eyes and of electric organs in fishes [75–77]. If these examples can occur over
shorter timescales, surely more radical convergence is possible over longer periods.

The level of phenotypic plasticity in animal evolution also provides an opportunity to better
understand the principles of phenotypes. Cases of convergence, loss, and repurposing can
provide useful information that is not available within a single model system (see Outstanding
Questions). For instance, selectivity for sodium in cnidarian and bilaterian voltage-gated ion
channels [55,57] and sensitivity to glutamate in non-vertebrate Cys-loop receptors [61,62] both
evolved by convergence toward similar geometries of the pore and binding pockets,
respectively.

The diversity of animals, which is characterized by widespread homoplasy and plasticity, is
therefore a challenge and an opportunity. A successful comparative approach will take advan-
tage of this plasticity and not try to abstract from it. We are now well poised to take advantage of
a fully comparative framework that includes the entire animal tree, but we must be cognizant of
Trends in Ecology & Evolution, February 2016, Vol. 31, No. 2 133



the phenotypic patterns that occur there [72]. A diversity-based approach will enable an
understanding of nervous systems that goes beyond the merely descriptive.
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